Ideas for life
Egger PRO
Flooring Collection 2021+

ALWAYS ON TREND.

ALWAYS A MATCH.

ALWAYS INDIVIDUAL.

Style worlds for
inspiring rooms.

The right flooring for
every need.

Versatile decors, formats
and surfaces.

Natural Clermont Oak
EPC003

Parquet Oak Dark
EPL019
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When does a room become a special place? When
life moves in, with beautiful moments and precious
memories. At home where people talk and laugh, and,
at times, emotions boil up, but you can still find peace.
In the office, where teams work in collaboration, or in
the shop, where customers immediately feel at ease.
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Discover our flooring, where quality and style are
perfectly matched to your concepts and ideas.
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White Chromix
EPL168

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Natural Waltham Oak
EPD027

Find it fast.

The high-quality flooring you demand,
With all the features you need.

Find the right flooring for you in a few easy
steps. The EGGER Floorfinder helps you find
the perfect flooring for your needs with a few
simple questions.

Living or working spaces, a private retreat or a business with public traffic: The perfect basis for all these spaces is
the flooring of the EGGER PRO Flooring Collection 2021+. We have the right floor for any room size, interior design
style, and any requirement, from our wear-resistant and high-quality Design Flooring GreenTec to our warm and cozy
Comfort Flooring, to our versatile classic Laminate Flooring.
Whatever you have in mind — we have the right flooring solution for you.

egger.com/floorfinder
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Always the Right Flooring

Always the Right Flooring

Medium Bedollo Walnut
EPD036

Abakan Oak
EPC038

Dark Rillington Oak
EPL012

Design Flooring GreenTec

Comfort Flooring

Laminate Flooring

Highly durable | Water resistant | Sustainably produced

Warm & soft | Exceptionally quiet | Environmentally friendly

Long lasting | Easy care | Universally applicable

Natural Waltham Oak
EPC001

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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A fascinating raw material: The respectful use of wood has always been the basis
of our work — from efficient resource processing to the finished product. Since
it was established in 1961 in Tyrol, Austria, everything at EGGER has always been
about wood. We only use wood from regional and sustainable forestry sources,
and we use recycled materials whenever possible.
We also do not use any plasticizers or PVC. All of our flooring is free of
pollutants, and even the decors are printed using water-based dyes. Our
commitment to sustainability is evidenced by our numerous national and
international environmental certificates. When you enter a room with EGGER
flooring in it, you understand our passion for wood.

More Transparency:
egger.com/ecofacts
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Sustainability

The passion for wood is
in our nature.
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Dark Ripon Oak
EPL013

Styles

In design,
only one thing
matters: Your
personal style.

Olchon Oak White
EPL141
Natural Wild Oak
EPL182

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Interior design styles are
individual. Whatever your
personal style, you will find the
right flooring with us. Let our
styles inspire you.

9
Styles

Brown Cardiff Oak
EPL187

EGGER Decorative Collection:
U999 PT Black

What was once beautiful comes back: In
the rapidly changing world of digitalization,
the longing for the familiar and proven
is growing. Modern interpretations of
reproductions and natural textures such as
marble, terrazzo and walnut characterize a
design trend where past and future enter
into a stylish symbiosis.

EGGER Decorative Collection:
W1000 ST14/PM Premium White

EPL109

EPL013

EPL202

EPL110

EPD047

EPL161

EPL138

EPC037

EPL181

Brown Soria Oak
EPL181

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

A selection of our decors.

Moor Acacia
EPL110
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Styles | Future Retro

Styles | Future Retro
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Sand Beige Olchon Oak
EPL142
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Styles | Pure Nature
A selection of our decors.

EPC031

EPC035

EPL159

EPL182

EPD027

EPL184

Styles | Pure Nature

Back to nature: The more technology finds
its way into our lives, the more we are drawn
to original materials. Oak remains a popular
trend in woodgrains. Whether with natural
woodgrains or with cracks and knots, oak
decors prove versatile and authentic, providing
exciting contrasts.

Tureni Walnut
EPC032

EPL191

EPL174

Natural Valley Oak
EPL159

EPD036

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Styles | Light Urban

EPL168

EPL166

EPL172

EPL189

EPL005

EPL183

Styles | Light Urban

The charm of the urban: Living and office spaces
are becoming more open, and transitions
more fluid. Intelligent use of space is a must,
with a friendly and light design. Influenced by
Scandinavian design, materials such as wood,
stone and metal ensure comfort by inviting you to
feel at home in bright and light environments.

EPC029

EPD046

A selection of our decors.

Beige Melba Oak
EPL189

Light Rillington Oak
EPL011

EPC002

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Gray Sorgono Pine
EPL160

A selection of our decors.

Brown Istra Wood
EPL203

EPC021

EPD040

EPL068

EPL035

EPL203

EPL187

Gray Brynford Oak
EPL076
EPD043

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

EPL160

EPL042
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Styles | Perfect Imperfection

Styles | Perfect Imperfection
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Sometimes, perfection emerges
because something is not quite
perfect. In design, the irregular,
broken and unfinished is a
popular trend. Handmade or
weathered materials convey
a natural feel and a sense
of emotion. Used looks and
industrial styles in combination
with quiet, straight-lined shapes
and surfaces, create a room full
of character.

Design Flooring GreenTec
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Chromix Silver
EPD046

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Design Flooring GreenTec

Design Flooring
GreenTec –
Naturally a good
choice.

Berdal Marble
EPD047
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EGGER Decorative Collection:
U999 PT/Black

Stylish design and superior wear resistance:
With our Design Flooring GreenTec you can
combine residential comfort and functionality
in the most beautiful way, for a pleasant and
natural feeling, without vinyl.

EGGER Decorative Collection:
W1000 ST14/PM Premium White

The hard-wearing, waterproof and stainresistant surface withstands the stresses and
strains of everyday life, while the integrated
cork underlay absorbs impact sounds. Thanks
to the water-resistant, wood-based coreboard,
the GreenTec Board, our Design Flooring is also
suitable for bathrooms and commercial spaces.
The exterior beauty matches the quality internal
composition of the board. The authentic wood
or stone decors make our Design Flooring
GreenTec a natural eye-catcher in every room.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Medium Bedollo Walnut
EPD036

Design Flooring GreenTec

Design Flooring GreenTec
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The new
natural

Key product
benefits
Durable &
micro-scratch
resistant

Water resistant for
up to 72 hours
Our Design Flooring GreenTec
is water resistant for up to
72 hours, thanks to a special
product structure with waterproof
surface, the GreenTec board as a
coreboard, and the form-fitting
CLICit! installation system.

23

EPD040

Design Flooring GreenTec
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Design Flooring GreenTec

EPD040

Thanks to its innovative wear layer, our
Design Flooring GreenTec is durable
and easy to care for, resists stains and
micro-scratches, and has antibacterial
properties. Use class 33 means this
flooring is suitable for even the most
demanding environments, including
commercial use.

Sustainably
produced

EPD040
Anthracite Metal Rock
EPD043
Be inspired:
egger.com/design-flooring

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

In contrast to conventional vinyl
floors, our Design Flooring GreenTec
is free of PVC. The wood is sourced
from sustainably forestry. The
integrated sound barrier mat is
made of cork.

Attractive decors with high-quality performance.
Visually stunning design: Choose between authentic woodgrain decors or realistic ceramic reproductions.

Pitaru Oak
EPD033

Perfectly
put together.

EPD028
White Waltham Oak

EPD006
White Preston Oak

EPD040
Beige Almington Oak

EPD046
Chromix Silver

EPD033
Pitaru Oak

EPD027
Natural Waltham Oak

EPD003
Sereda Oak

EPD043
Anthracite Metal Rock

EPD036
Medium Bedollo Walnut
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EPD042
Dark Almington Oak

Design Flooring GreenTec

Design Flooring GreenTec
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EPD047
Berdal Marble

EPD045
Anthracite Jura Slate

Thought through layer by layer: Our special product structure makes our Design Flooring GreenTec
a versatile flooring solution.

More transparency:
egger.com/ecofacts

67 % material from
renewable resources

1

Hard-wearing and water resistant
protective wear layer

2

Authentic decor layer

3

GreenTec coreboard, also suitable
for bathrooms and commercial
applications

4

Integrated, sound-absorbing cork
underlay

61 % by-products from
the sawmill industry

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Comfort Flooring

Comfort Flooring

Comfort Flooring:
For life’s
relaxed moments.

Natural Vidora Oak
EPC035

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Key product
benefits

Made
for
well-being.
Warmth and security:
With our Comfort Flooring you will
feel at ease from the first step. Its
secret: two comfortable layers of
heat-retaining and sound-insulating
cork. This product design supports
maximum relaxation, whether used
in homes, hotel rooms or yoga
studios.

Whether for living or working:
Look forward to comfort that gives
you peace and serenity.

EPC001

Thanks to the special cork comfort
layers, our Comfort Flooring is
pleasantly soft. Small air cells in
the cork store the heat so the floor
feels warm and cozy. Is there a nicer
invitation to walk barefoot?

Exceptionally
quiet
Want to keep things quiet?
No problem. A layer of cork
on the top and bottom of the
floorboards reduces impact
sounds and other noises.
With our Comfort Flooring,
everyday life sounds peaceful.

29
Comfort Flooring

Comfort Flooring

28

With numerous design options, it
blends harmoniously into a variety
of interior design trends. Our
Comfort Flooring is characterized
by an easy-care and antibacterial
surface, with lightfast technology
to preserve a beautiful look, even
when exposed to strong UV light.

Warm & soft

EPC001

Environmentally
friendly & perfect
for a healthy home

EPC001

Brown Clermont Oak
EPC004

Our Comfort Flooring is 100 % PVCfree and consists of 87 % renewable
raw materials, including cork and
wood fibers from trees in PEFCcertified forests.

Be inspired:
egger.com/comfort-flooring

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Attractive decors that bring you comfort.
Authentic decors in a variety of options: Our Comfort Flooring not only feels pleasant underfoot, but also sets the tone of the
room. For extraordinary optics, we use modern HD digital printing technology.

EPC002
White Waltham Oak

EPC029
Calenberg Oak

EPC021
Colored Villanger Oak

EPC026
Natural Canton Oak

EPC038
Abakan Oak

EPC040
Aritao Oak

EPC034
Melara

EPC035
Natural Vidora Oak

EPC003
Natural Clermont Oak
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EPC001
Natural Waltham Oak

Colored Villanger Oak
EPC021

EPC041
Natural Aritao Oak

EPC037
Gray Vidora Oak

EPC032
Tureni Walnut

EPC004
Brown Clermont Oak

With its composition and natural materials used, our Comfort Flooring promotes a pleasant and healthy
living climate.

More transparency:
egger.com/ecofacts

87 % material from
renewable resources

1

Environmentally-friendly
UV protective wear layer

2

HD digital decor print

3

Comfort layer made of cork

4

HDF swell barrier+ coreboard
made of natural wood fiber

5

Integrated cork underlay for
noise reduction

52 % by-products
from the sawmill industry

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Comfort Flooring

Comfort Flooring
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Comfort
in the details.

EPC020
Villanger Oak

33
Laminate Flooring

Laminate Flooring
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Laminate Flooring:
Space
for individuality.
Cognac Brown Sherman Oak
EPL184

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Modern,
authentic,
versatile:
Our Laminate Flooring.

35
Laminate Flooring

Laminate Flooring

34

Dark Ripon Oak
EPL013
Brown Istra Wood
EPL203

Find the right look for
your space.
Which decor fits best into
your room? With our Floor
Visualizer you can visualize it
quickly and easily:

From a cozy living room to a purist loft, from a rustic dining
area to an inviting hotel room: Laminate is one of the most
popular types of flooring there is. And it is one of the most
versatile.
With a variety of authentic decors, from trendy solid wood
optics to Scandinavian lightness and stylish elegance, you
can find the perfect design for every room and interior design
vision.

Brown Cardiff Oak
EPL187

In addition to the wide range of decors, our
Laminate Flooring features high-quality
workmanship and functional properties. It is
durable and easy care, flexible and quick to install
— all at an excellent price-performance ratio.
Feel the quality of our Laminate Flooring at every
turn.

egger.com/myfloor

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Healthy
outdoors,
healthy
indoors.

Key product
benefits
Long-lasting &
durable

EPL102

Sustainably produced and
environmentally friendly: The
wood for our Laminate Flooring
is sourced from sustainable
forests. With low emissions, you
can feel confident knowing your
flooring also promotes a healthy
indoor environment.

So you can enjoy it for a long
time, we produce our Laminate
Flooring to be hard-wearing
and durable. Its abrasion and
fade resistant surface ensures
beautiful floors for years to
come.

37
Laminate Flooring

Laminate Flooring

36
Easy care &
antibacterial
A nonporous, resin-infused
surface makes our Laminate
Flooring easy to clean and
antibacterial. Anti-static
properties reduce electrical
charges.

EPL102

Universally
applicable

EPL102

Be inspired:
egger.com/laminate-flooring

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Thanks to the large variety
of decors and formats, our
Laminate Flooring fits into
almost every room. It can be
installed on underfloor heating
without any problems. As a
water-resistant Aqua+ Laminate
Flooring, it is even ideal for
humid environments.

Olchon Oak White
EPL141

Light Sherman Oak
EPL183

39
Laminate Flooring Aqua+

Laminate Flooring Aqua+
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It’s
just
water.
Goodbye cold tiles: Choose flooring that is
sustainably produced and easy to install.
Our Laminate Flooring with special Aqua+
technology reliably stands up to water. Thanks
to the water-resistant Aqua+ coreboard, it is
perfect for the bathroom, kitchen and hallways,
and of course for commercial use with frequent
cleaning. Our Aqua+ Laminate Flooring is easy
to clean, even with steam cleaners.

Light Levanto Marble
EPL005

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Light Levanto Marble
EPL005

Designed to last.

Beautiful decors for every style.
With a variety of decors, our Laminate Flooring offers the right look for every interior design style.
Decors that are also available as Aqua+ Laminate Flooring are denoted with the Aqua+ symbol.
You can find all available decors at egger.com/laminate-decors

Bardolino Oak
EPL035
EPL189
Beige Melba Oak

EPL011
Light Rillington Oak

EPL163
Light Nakina Oak

EPL142
Sand Beige Olchon Oak

EPL201
Sand Arcani Oak

EPL102
Amiens Oak Light

EPL138
Murom Oak Gray

EPL096
Natural Grayson Oak

EPL012
Dark Rillington Oak

EPL144
Olchon Oak Honey

EPL202
Gray Beige Arcani Oak

EPL191
Brown Melba Oak

EPL109
Mansonia Walnut

EPL161
Gray Leoma Walnut

EPL090
Colored Acacia

EPL181
Brown Soria Oak

EPL160
Gray Sorgono Pine

EPL147
Olchon Oak Dark

EPL016
Valley Oak Mocca

EPL013
Dark Ripon Oak

EPL136
Lasken Oak

Our Laminate Flooring construction ensures high-quality, durable floorboards that can be trusted to last for years to
come.

More transparency:
egger.com/ecofacts

– 6.01 kg CO₂/m²

1

Hard-wearing, highly abrasionresistant surface

2

Decor image

3

HDF Swell barrier+ coreboard,
consisting of natural wood fibers
(optionally with Aqua+ coreboard)

4

Balancer

83 % material from renewable
renewable resources

78 % by-products
from the sawmill industry

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.
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Laminate Flooring

Laminate Flooring
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EPL141
Olchon Oak White

B
EPL005
Light Levanto Marble

B
EPL172
Vintage Inverey Wood

B
EPL183
Light Sherman Oak

EPL168
White Chromix

B
EPL015
Valley Oak Smoke

B
EPL074
Light Dunnington Oak

B
EPL158
White Valley Oak

B
EPL021
Istra Wood Light

B

B
EPL143
Cesena Oak White

B

B

B
EPL068
Dark Abergele Oak

EPL139
Murom Oak

EPL166
Light Gray Chicago Concrete

EPL035
Bardolino Oak

B

B
EPL018
La Mancha Oak

B
EPL182
Natural Wild Oak
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B
EPL036
Bardolino Oak Gray

B

EPL206
Dark Istra Wood

B
EPL203
Brown Istra Wood

B
EPL101
Zermatt Oak Mocca

EPL165
Natural Bardolino Oak

EPL159
Natural Valley Oak

B

B

EPL184
Cognac Brown Sherman Oak

B
EPL075
Dark Dunnington Oak

B
EPL157
Slate Classic Black

B
EPL019
Parquet Oak dark

B

B
EPL076
Gray Brynford Oak

EPL174
Brown Agira Wood

B
EPL187
Brown Cardiff Oak

B

B
EPL042
Black Halford Oak

B
EPL110
Moor Acacia

You can find all available decors at
egger.com/laminate-decors

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

EGGER Decorative Collection:
F186 ST9 Light Grey Chicago
Concrete

Laminate Flooring

Laminate Flooring

42

Dark Istra Wood
EPL206

Looks like wood.
And feels like it too.

Design with scale.
Many factors affect the feel of a room. Selecting a decor that harmonizes with the
color scheme can create the desired ambiance. The grain and texture of decors serve
to soothe or enliven a space. Finally, that extra design element can be achieved by
choosing the right floorboard format. Generous rooms are optimally accentuated by
long, wide floorboards, while small rooms appear larger with short, narrow floorboards.

Deepskin – Striking texture with
depth

Accurately reproduced and
incredibly authentic. Our
embossed-in-register (EIR)
surfaces bring decors to
life by perfectly aligning
the decor knots, cracks and
grains with the texture.

Mineral – Varying, raw character

Omnipore – Elegant natural wood
pore

50.87" × 7.60"

50.87" × 12.87"
Kingsize

50.87" × 12.87"
Kingsize

2

Classic

50.87" × 9.69"
Large

1

45

Comfort Flooring Laminate Flooring

1

Classic
With balanced proportions, this format suits any
room.

2

Large
Produces the effect of space and works well for
country home decors.

Natural Pore – Authentic woodgrain
true to the decor

Smoothtouch – Natural and velvety
surface

3

50.87" × 7.60"

50.87" × 9.69"
Large

Design Flooring GreenTec

2

Classic

50.87" × 7.60"

Natural Valley Oak
EPL159

1

3

Kingsize
In large rooms, the decors display their full beauty.
Whether with wood or tiled looks — our Kingsize
leaves an impression

More information:
egger.com/formats

Natural Valley Oak
EPL159
All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Floor board Formats

Surfaces

44

2

Classic

1

Easily
installed.
Easy to use: With the CLIC it!
installation system, all our floors
are safe, quick and can be easily
installed in any room. The superior
profile tightness and optimum fit
offer additional protection against
moisture.
More information:
egger.com/clicit

Discover even
more ideas
47
for life.
The best place for tips, trends and
inspiration for your new EGGER
flooring is at egger.com/flooring. You'll
find complete information about our
flooring and decors, inspiring interior
design themes, as well as dealers and
installers in your area.

Olchon Oak Dark
EPL147

Find specialty retailers
and professional installers:
egger.com/flooring-distributors

Take a look at
what works.
Our Floor Visualizer will help you visualize how a
decor can transform your room. Simply upload a
photo, select the decor and transform your room:
Olchon Oak Honey
EPL144

egger.com/myfloor
Like a decor? Order a sample and get advice from
your specialty dealer.

All our shown and mentioned decors are reproductions.

Sereda Oak
EPD003

Beige Almington Oak
EPD040

Inspiration

Installation system | CLIC it!

46

Good to know: The EGGER PRO
Flooring Collection 2021+ is
available exclusively from your
specialty retailer, who will be happy
to advise you. Working with the
professional flooring installer of your
choice ensures uncompromising
final results for your floor.
Professional installers offer a range
of service and warranty benefits,
coupled with the knowledge to
handle tricky situations, such as
pipe cut-outs for heating systems,
uneven floors or transitions to tiles
and other floors.

1517404 F1 EGGER PRO 2021 PROSPEKT EN US BR_flo_egger_pro_2021_endconsumer_en_JOB21581
All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. Color-matching decor selection only possible on the original
sample. Due to variables in the printing process, colors may vary slightly from the actual product.

www.egger.com

GmbH & Co. KG
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flooring@egger.com

